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EP Digital  Postal  Scale

EP-180KG (180kgx0.01kg)
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THANK YOU
Thank you for purchasing the EP digital postal scale. 

Please read the operating instructions carefully before 

use. Scales are precision measuring devices and 

should always be handled with proper care. To ensure 

the scales accurate, please calibrate before the first use. 

If you have any questions, please feel free to reach out 

our customer support.
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What’s in the Box
1. EP Digital Scale x1
2. AAA Batteries x2
3. AC Adaptor x1
4. User Manual x1
If you have any missing 
parts, please feel free to
reach out our customer 
support.
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Name of each component
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Operation
1. Place the scale on a flat, level surface and press the

key to turn the scale on.
2. You are ready to weigh once the start-up process completes

and the scale goes to zero.
3. Place the quantity to be weighed on the weighing platform.
4. Wait a couple seconds for the display to stabilize before

taking a weight reading.

Turning Scale On Mode Setting

Mode Setting
Press the       key yo change the scales displayed unit 
of measure.

Units: kg(kilogram)     lb(pound): oz(ounce)     lb(pound)
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Tare Weighing Function
1. Turn the scale on, and place  a container on the

platform.

2. Press “     ”button to reset the displayed weight
    on the scale back to zero.

3. Add items into the container, the weight of the item
will be displayed.
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Hold Function
1. Turn on the scale. 2. Press “     ”button to turn

    on the auto hold function.

4. Press “     ”button to unlock.

3. Put the packge on the weighing platform for 5s, the reading
will be locked on the display even the package is took away.
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Calibration

1. In the power-off, press and hold “     ”, at the same
time press “     ”button 4 to 5 times quickly until the display
shows “CAL”, then release the buttons, the number will be
shown on the screen.

2. Press “     ” button, the screen will show “20.0lb” to “0”.
3. Place the required weight on the weighing platform.
4. Press “     ”, the “PASS” will be shown on the screen.

1. In the power-off, press and hold “     ”for 3 second, then
the part of hour will flash.

2. Press “     ”to increase the number, and press “     ”to
decrease the number.

3. After part of hour is adjusted properly, press “     ”to
confirm and then set the part of minute.

4. Follow step 2 to complete this setting, then press “     ”
to confirm. Time setting is completed.
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Troubleshooting 
Problem:the scale body and hand-held part cannot
be connected and weighed

Solution: 
1. Firstly, check that the scale body and hand-held

part batteries and extemal power supply works.
2. Turn on the hand-held part first, then power on

the scale body, the power indicator lights up.
3. Press and hold thhe      button, the PASS will
    be displayed on the screen, the paired connection is
    completed.

Problem:Scale will not turn on.
Solution:�Check the batteries.
Problem:Displayed weight fluctuates randomly.
Solution:Make sure your workspace is stable and 
free of any air currents or vibration.
Problem:Displayed weight is inaccurate.
Solution:Perform a calibration adjustmen.
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Indication Message
Low battery indication: “Lo” or “L” :
Please replace the new batteries.

“OUT2”: Please recalibrate the scale per the 
instructions above.
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Please remove the object from the weighing tray 
immediately. 

Overload indication: “0-Ld”or “88888”
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Things To Avoid

Unlevel Surfaces

Air Currents

Radio Frequency
Interference

Vibration

High Humidity

Extreme Temps

EP-180kg

Max Capacity

Readability

Weighing
 Units

kg, lb,  lb: oz

Dimensions Overall: 11.8 in x 10 in x 1.69 in
Platform: 11.8 in x 10 in
Display: 2.55 in x 1 in

Calibration
 Weight

20lb

Power 2 x AAA Batteries

Warranty 1  Year Limited Warranty

Specifications

180 kg / 390 lb 

0.01 kg / 0.1lb 
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